How to make slime
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Ingredients
-TOA Latex Glue
-Water
-BeNice Cocktail Series Shower Cream
-Optal eye lotion
-Container
-Something to stir with
-Something to stir in
Steps
1. Add in as much glue as you want (the more you add the more
slime you get)
2. Add in 3 bottle caps of water, keep stirring until it feels like
yogurt if it’s a little too slippery then add a few more caps of
water
3. Then add a little bit of of Optal eye lotion stir, then add it in a
second time keep on stirring then add just a little bit more of
eye lotion
4. Then we’re going to add in the BeNice Cocktail Series Shower
Cream you want to add only a little bit at a time (don’t add too
much) you want to stir until you don’t see anymore shower
cream at this step if you want your slime to be fluffy stir hard
then add more shower cream until the slime sticks together into
a ball (then add the shower cream in about 2 more times)
5. After it looks like whipped cream add in some more eye lotion
and keep on stirring
if your slime still feels sticky when you touch it add a little bit
more shower and if you keep on stirring it's going to be like slime
and it not going to stick to your hands
7.Then after you are finished playing with your slime put it into a
container so the slime doesn't dry out
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After that you're done!

How to make Tofu Slime
Tofu Slime
Ingredients:
Glue clear glue or toa latex glue
Shower gel (Johnsons, Bath and body works
etc.)
Foam cleanser
Optal eye wash
Container
Something to stir with
Something to stir in
Put in five tablespoons of glue.
Put in 2 tablespoons of shower gel
Put in 1 tablespoon of foam cleanser
Gently stir it
Add optal eye wash until it doesn’t stick
(gently add)
Put it in a container that has a cap and then
tighten it so your slime won't harden
After that you're done!

How to make Slime with Borax
Slime with borax
Ingredients:
Glue Toa latex glue or Elmer’s school glue
Water
Borax
Container
Something to stir with
Something to stir in
Glitter and food coloring (optional)
Steps
Put as much glue as you want into a container.
Put in food color if you want to. If you do put in
food color stir it until it’s smoothly combined
together.
The get another container and put warm water in
it.
Get your borax solution and then pour it gently
into the bowl. Don't put it too much or else it your
glue won’t turn into slime.
After that pour your glue into the water solution
and then stir it.
Kneed it with your hands until it doesn't stick.
After that find a container that has a cap and
then put it in the container so it won't turn hard.
After that you're done!

How to make Shampoo Slime

Shampoo Slime

How to make Super Glue Slime

Super Glue Slime

Ingredients:
3 in 1 shampoo suave (kids)
Suave coconut shampoo (adult)
Container
Something to stir with
Something to stir in

Ingredients
Nail Polish (Optional)
Super Glue (UHU brand)
Water
Something to stir with
Container with a cap

Steps
Put your 3 in 1 suave shampoo into the thing
you are using to stir
Then stir it until it forms into a ball
Add your coconut suave shampoo into it
Stir it until it becomes into slime
And remember to put you are slime into a
container after you're done playing with it

Steps
put in the amount of slime you want into
the container
stir it together
Add a little bit of water in until it sticks
together
stir it together
put it into the container and close the cap
tightly so it won’t turn hard

After that you’re done!

After that you’re done!

About me - Mina
My name is Mina and the school
that I go to is called Nist
international school if Thailand.
My best friend is Fay and we
wrote this book together. I like to
watch YouTube videos, read books
and hangout with my best friend
😀
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About me - Fay
My name is Fay and I like to
make slime because it's fun and
very entertaining. I got this
idea from my best friend Mina
which you know is also creating
this recipe book. I go to NIST
International school. I like to
make diy's and I also like to
watch YouTube videos☔
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I hope you
guys all
enjoyed this
book

I hope you
have fun
making
slime!

